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Introduction:

Once Upon a Playground...
“Nature is important because it gives you a wee breath of fresh airx
and it makes you feel relaxed”
Amani, P2x

Bags packed, imaginations
alight and binoculars at the
ready, the class set off on
their first story adventure.
They wade through muddy marshes, climb
majestic mountains and dive to the depths
of oceans. They travel through time to dance
with dinosaurs, to learn where plastic comes
from, to discover the stories hidden in the
wildest places. One particularly energetic
child races exuberantly in all directions with
binocular-hands clasped to their eyes shouting
“this is my imagination, and I’M IN IT!” …
and we haven’t even left the playground.
This is the magic of Out to Play.
“Logic will get you from A to B.x
Imagination will take you everywhere.”
Albert Einsteinx
Just outside your classroom is a magical
world waiting to be discovered. You don’t
need a forest playground, an amphitheatre
or a drama degree to go there. All it takes is
a bit of courage, suitable clothing and some
fun activities, and you can have your whole
class loving the outdoors and returning to
their classroom more confident, caring and
inspired to learn.
Welcome to Out to Play, a resource pack to
inspire you on your outdoor drama and
storytelling journey.
The exercises, stories, tips and techniques in
this pack are designed to support you to
bring play-based nature education, storytelling,
drama, movement and song into your teaching.
By framing these sessions as story adventures,
a lesson plan can become a magical experience
that inspires wonder and learning.
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This unique approach was researched and
practiced by Eco Drama during our Out to
Play project, delivered in eight schools across
Glasgow from 2015-2017, and we’ve found it
to be a joyful and profound approach to
learning. Not only can you develop children’s
coordination, confidence, initiative, vocabulary,
interpersonal skills, imagination, knowledge,
health and wellbeing, it’s also a huge amount
of fun for children across all ages and abilities.
Recent research has shown that three quarters
of UK children spend less time outside than
prison inmates. The lack of safe accessible
green spaces, the rise in digital technology
and the fears parents hold around risky play
are among the many factors that contribute
to what has been called an epidemic in
‘nature-deficit disorder’. With decreasing
opportunities to build relationships with
the natural world, children are becoming
ill-equipped to take care of our precious
environment. At the same time, forests are
being felled at an alarming rate, beautiful
animals are on the brink of extinction, plastic
is filling our oceans and climate change is a
very real threat to our future. Now more than
ever, we must give children more opportunities
to deepen their wonder for the natural world
so that they grow up with the commitment to
protect it for generations to come.
Whether you are an experienced outdoor
learning, drama and storytelling practitioner
or are entirely new to this approach, we hope
this pack will become a teaching companion,
helping you to feel more confident, resourced
and inspired leading imaginary adventures
for many years to come.
Ben Mali Macfadyen
Drama Artist, 		
Out to Play 		

Sophie McCabe
Drama Artist,
Out to Play
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Spring: 			

Wonder

						Introducing the Outdoors
						A

Magical World Waiting to be Discovered

“Wisdom begins with wonder”
Socrates

It was a cold Autumn morning when
we gathered in our meeting place
and warmed our hands around
the imaginary fire. I asked a child
to open our story box, revealing a
huge white egg. “This is a Once
Upon a Time”, I told them. “What
amazing stories might come out of
this small fragile shell? I can tell you
this: it’s warm, it’s got a heartbeat,
and I think it’s just about to hatch!”
So began a journey of games,
movement and storytelling to
explore the amazing journeys of
animals. Magic can emerge from
the most humble places.
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This section will offer you playful
activities that bridge the gap from
the classroom, and provide a
platform to support the learning in
the activities that follow. We strongly
believe that to create a biodiverse
world we must support children to
cultivate a deep sense of wonder
for the natural environment. What
better way to start than by getting
on those boots and heading out!

Step 1: Journey from the Classroom
The route from the classroom to the playground provides an opportunity to move in a different
and creative way, whilst also introducing drama techniques and the theme you will be exploring.
Here are some ideas of different playful ways you can move as a class. These can still be silent to
ensure you don’t disturb other pupils on your way!
‘Explorers Camera’ or ‘Nature Binoculars’:
Mime holding some explorer kit that can help to spot some of the nature that is already in the
playground, for example, signs of spring or things that are green. Invite them to say
“I can see a…” as they travel.
Terrains:
Imagine they are moving through different landscapes - deep mud, long grass, heavy snow,
underwater, outer space. Take some suggestions from them as you travel.
Animal Movers:
Journeying in a line as creatures. They can choose individually or you can all be one species.
Some favourites have been penguins, lions and spiders.
Grandmother’s Footsteps:
Play this classic game to practice sneaky moving as you travel across the playground.
Weather:
Journey as if you are in a hurricane, walking on ice, or across a scorching desert.
Seaside Footsteps:
Imagine you are walking on the beach and stepping precisely into the footprints of the person
in front of you. Practice big bear leaps and tiny rabbit steps.
Caterpillar:
Hold onto the shoulders of the person in front of you and wind your way through the corridors.
This is a great one for teamwork as it doesn’t work if they rush. They can all turn into butterflies
when they get outside!
Follow the Leader:
Stand in lines of up to 7. The person at the front leads silly movements which everyone else must
mimic as precisely as possible. Make a call for the leader to go to the back of each line until
everyone has had a go.
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Step 2: Gather Outside
Your Out to Play adventure begins the moment
children are inspired to leave the classroom and
explore the magical world outside. But as you
enter the outdoor space new questions will arise:
How can I use such a different environment for
learning? What can I do to bring focus when the
children are distracted? How can I introduce
exercises without the usual tools of the
classroom? The answer lies in the circle.
Just as spring is a time to build nests and plan
gardens, any adventure, story or drama workshop
also needs to begin with a coming together.
This is your base camp. As soon as you leave the
classroom this is the place to gather, meet each
other, reflect on where you have been and where
you are going, to gather tools, laugh, sing, share
learning and hear from every child before setting
off on another nature journey.
Here are some tips and ideas for starting your Out to Play session:
Choosing the right place: find somewhere in the playground that is accessible and quiet.
Let this be the place you always come to when you leave the classroom. Having the structure
of a single arrival place will help the children adjust and get into the routine of the playground
being more than a space to run around and scream in!
Setting up camp: As soon as you arrive, you could ask the class to gather imaginary logs for
a fire - they are very heavy and will need to help each other to lift them! Then, gather in a circle
and light the fire using invisible matches. Everyone can warm themselves by the flames
(“Rub your hands together really fast... can you feel the heat of the fire?”) and toast imaginary
marshmallows.
Welcoming in the senses: Invite the children to take a moment to sense the nature all around
them in silence. What can you see? Hear? Smell? Feel?
Starting with a bit of magic: It really helps to start your session by revealing something
unusual or intriguing that gets their imaginations going. You could use a story box or bag each
session and ask one child to open it to see what special object will lead their nature adventure
that day. Think what object could be a symbol of the theme you are exploring, or share a
letter from a story character, a challenge or the first clue in a treasure hunt! The more
authentic it looks the better.
Making the space beautiful: Ask the children to gather natural objects they find in the
playground and make a beautiful pattern, or ‘mandala’, in the middle of the circle. Remind
them that they shouldn’t take anything that will hurt a plant or animal, so dry leaves, feathers,
sticks and stones are good. You could give them the challenge to find particular objects
(for example something red, something soft, something small). Bring some additional special
natural objects they can use if you don’t have much on offer in the playground.
Sing a nature song! This is a wonderful way of bringing pupils together and getting them
ready to set off on their adventure.
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Midsummer:

Inspiration

						Sharing Nature Stories
						Imagine

a Forest

Andreas tugged at my sleeve enthusiastically.
“Quick, come see! The dragon has left scratches on the story tree!”

Storytelling isn’t just entertainment.
It is one of our most effective ways
of communicating and learning
together. Tales have been told for
over 27,000 years. They are how
we make meaning of our lives and
understand the world around us.
And for most of our history these
have been told in and about the
natural world.
In this section we will share four of
our favourite Out to Play stories
with you. Gathered from cultures
across the world, they include nature
characters and environments whilst
also exploring themes including
friendship, diversity, collaboration
and ethics. They have been written
simply - the ‘bones’ of the story so that they can be picked up and
learnt easily.
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These are simple tales to be
memorised and told without
reading or pictures. This might be a
scary idea… “I’m not a performer”,
you might think, or “how will I
remember it all?”
Whether you see yourself as a
storyteller or not (yet!) we strongly
encourage you to give it a go. You
will see the power stories can have
to bring learning home to children,
and telling them during an Out to
Play session is a fantastic way to
start. Children have a deep longing
to see stories come to life, and
when you tell them in nature, half
the magic is done for you.

Story Games
Story games are a wonderful way to get children in the zone with sharing stories.
Here are four that we think are brilliant!
One Sentence Story: Go around the circle to collectively create a story. Starting with “once upon
a time there was a…” each child shares a sentence building on what has been said. Most classes
could play this all day! For older classes try a ‘one word story’ instead. This needs to be fast to
work, and can create some brilliant and very strange tales!
Fortunately/Unfortunately: Similar to One Sentence Story, but as you go around alternate
children begin their sentence ‘fortunately’ or ‘unfortunately’.
Story Stones: Ask children to paint a place, character or emotion onto pebbles. Children can
pick 3 or 4 to help imagine and share stories together.
Story Circle: Share a story with the class, inviting individuals to come into the centre of the
circle and act out the action without knowing what will happen next. This is a brilliant way of
building confidence with younger pupils. It helps to work clockwise around the circle so children
don’t choose who they are, and invite them to move around the space so they bring the story to
life. Try to get all the way around the circle so at the end everyone feels that they have been part
of making something special.

Top Tips for Inspired Storytelling
Preparation:
Choose your story by finding a tale that is a) relevant to the topic you will be exploring,
b) ideally familiar to you already, and c) simple - telling takes a lot longer than you might
think! There is a world of tales to choose from, including a good set of resources at the end
of this resource pack. You might want to think about the kinds of issues your class are facing
and what values would help, for example being kind to each other, or trying again even
when you fail.
‘Take your story for a walk’ before you tell it to anyone. Spend 15 minutes wandering and thinking
through each part of the story from memory, ideally speaking it out loud. This will
help to settle into the ‘bones’ of the tale, as well as helping you to find the natural pace
and pivotal moments in the plot.
Draw the ark of your tale. Using a pen, draw a curved line to represent the story you will
tell. Which are the calmer, repetitive sections? Where is the moment everyone should be
holding their breath? Think about the way you can show this with your voice and gesture.
How you can pause or speed up to keep the pace of the story alive.
Think about how you will bring your story to life. Is there an object that comes from the
story that you could pass around? The more multisensory this is the better. If you get really
into it you might even want to think about bringing a puppet or becoming a character
yourself to tell the story with a simple costume piece like a hat or pair of glasses.
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